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June Medical 
Services, LLC v. 
Russo
ARGUED MARCH 4, OPINION ISSUED JUNE 29



Targeted Regulation of Abortion 

Providers (TRAP) laws

 TRAP laws single out the medical practices of doctors and other medical 

professionals who provide abortion care and impose on them requirements that are 

different and more burdensome than those imposed on other medical practices. 

Make no mistake, TRAP laws are not medically justified; the intent of TRAP laws is to 

close abortion clinics.

 Examples of TRAP laws:

 Hospital admitting privileges (in most cases, a provider must admit a certain number of 

people to a hospital in order to have admitting privileges at that hospital, which does not 

often happen in abortion care since serious complications are rare)

 Hallways that are a certain width (requires costly and unnecessary modifications)

 Requiring grass to be cut to a certain height



1. Abortion is SAFE

2. EVERY INDIVIDUAL in this country has the legal right to be treated in 

the emergency department of a hospital that accepts federal 

money (essentially every hospital) 

3. In the extremely rare case that an individual seeks care at an E.D. 

due to complications from abortion, chances are it isn’t the hospital 

where the provider has admitting privileges 



Background

 June 2014 – Louisiana 

legislature passes Act 620

 There were 5 abortion 
clinics when this case was 

filed

 By the time the district 

court struck down Act 620, 

there were only 3 clinics

 About 10,000 people seek 

abortion care in the state 
of Louisiana each year



From Center for Reproductive Rights, "June Medical Services, LLC v. Gee Backgrounder"

https://reproductiverights.org/sites/default/files/2019-09/June%20Medical%20Services%20Backgrounder_September%202019%20%28002%29.pdf


Precedent: Whole 
Woman's Health v. 
Hellerstedt

 2016 case involving a 

similar TRAP law in Texas

 SCOTUS struck down Texas's 

law because it was an 

"undue burden" on abortion 

access

 Texas TRAP law produced no 

benefits for patients – just 

barriers to abortion care



Act 620 HB 2

“On the date the abortion is 

performed or induced, a 

physician performing or 

inducing an abortion shall 

have active admitting 

privileges at a hospital that is 

located not further than thirty 

miles from the location at 

which the abortion is 

performed or induced.”

“A physician performing or 

inducing an abortion must, on 

the date the abortion is 

performed or induced, have 

active admitting privileges at 

a hospital that: is located not 

further than 30 miles from the 

location at which the 

abortion is performed or 

induced”

Core issues: Does the Louisiana hospital admitting privileges requirement 

place an "undue burden" on abortion access? Should abortion providers (as 

opposed to patients) continue to be allowed to serve as plaintiff?



What did the Court say?

 5-4 ruling

 Majority opinion 

by Justice 

Breyer

 Justices Breyer (on behalf of Ginsburg, Kagan, and 

Sotomayor): “We apply the constitutional standards set forth in 

our earlier abortion-related cases…We consequently hold that 

the Louisiana statute is unconstitutional.”

 Chief Justice Roberts concurred: “I joined the dissent in Whole 

Woman’s Health and continue to believe that the case was 

wrongly decided. The question today however is not whether 

Whole Woman’s Health was right or wrong, but whether to 

adhere to it in deciding the present case.”



What does this ruling mean?

 Louisiana's three clinics can remain open

 Hopefully, the end of hospital admitting privilege cases - more difficult for 

states to pass and defend such laws

 Abortion providers can continue to serve as plaintiffs



What's next?

“Unfortunately, the Court’s ruling 
today will not stop those hell-bent on 
banning abortion. We will be back in 
court tomorrow and will continue to 

fight state by state, law by law to 
protect our constitutional right to 

abortion. But we shouldn’t have to 
keep playing whack-a-mole. It’s time 

for Congress to pass The 
Women’s Health Protection Act, a 
federal bill that would ensure the 

promise of Roe v. Wade is realized in 
every state for every person.”

- Nancy Northrup, President of 
the Center for Reproductive Rights



Little Sisters of the Poor v. 
Pennsylvania and Trump 
v. Pennsylvania
ARGUED MAY 6, OPINION ISSUED JUNE 30



Background

 ACA (Obamacare) 

guarantees contraception 
coverage with no co-pay

 Trump administration 

enacted a rule that would 

exempt nearly any employer 

from that mandate

 Culmination of years of 

attempts to undermine the 
contraception mandate



The ACA's contraception mandate

 Contraception mandate: Affordable Care Act requires most school and 
employer-provided health insurance plans to cover contraception as 
"preventative care"

 Exemption for churches and opt-out accommodation for religious nonprofits

 Religious nonprofits submit self-certification form to Department of Health and Human 
Services and health insurance issuer to opt out

 Health insurance company then excludes contraceptive coverage from the group 
health plan and separately provides contraception coverage to individual employees

 2014: Hobby Lobby ruling expanded opt-out to for-profit companies with 
religious owners

 Anti-choice conservatives want to go further – seek to expand the church 
exemption to all employers

 "Religious freedom" as an excuse to restrict reproductive healthcare access



Trump rule

 Issued by Department of Health and Human Services

 Any university or non-governmental, non-publicly traded employer (for-
profit or nonprofit) can claim an exemption to contraception mandate for 
religious or "moral" reasons (no definition of moral)

 No requirement to use the Obama-era accommodation and eliminates 
notice requirement

 No public comment period before final rule was revealed

 PA and NJ challenged the rule, Trump administration and Little Sisters of 
the Poor defended it

 Trump administration argues exemptions are required by the Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act

 States argue rule violates ACA and Administrative Procedure Act (law 
governing how federal agencies make regulations)

Core issue: Does the Trump administration's rule violate the 

ACA?



What did the Court say?

 7-2 ruling

 Majority opinion 
by Justice 
Thomas

 Upheld the Trump rule, but not based on the rule's 
substance

 No violation of the Administrative Procedure Act

 Department of Health and Human Services has the 
"virtually unbridled discretion" to decide what services 
are covered by the ACA and to create moral and 
religious exemptions

 Breyer and Kagan joined conservatives, Ginsburg and 
Sotomayor dissented

 Dissent: Congress intended to cover birth control in the 
ACA even though it doesn't explicitly say so in the law

 Ginsburg: "Today, for the first time, the Court casts totally 
aside countervailing rights and interests in its zeal to secure 
religious rights to the nth degree.”



What does this ruling mean?

 Huge expansion of exemption to the contraception mandate

 Puts power to make decisions about your reproductive health in the 
hands of your employer/university

 Government estimates 75,000-126,000 women could lose contraception 
coverage

 Likely an underestimate because the exemption is so broad

 Will make birth control inaccessible for many – especially low-income 
people who will have to choose between contraception and other 
necessities

 Disproportionate impact on people of color, students, and LGBTQ people

 Dangerous precedent that could impact other types of healthcare 
(eg. possibility of religious exemptions to vaccination coverage, LGBTQ-
related healthcare)



Cost is a 

barrier 

to accessibility

Source: Healthline

The ACA saves women $1 

billion per year on 

contraception. For 

example, out-of-pocket 

costs for hormonal birth 

control can total 

$600/year. Insurance 

coverage is key to access.

http://healthline.com/health/birth-control/methods


What's next?

 Cases will go back to lower courts to consider whether Trump rule 
violates Administrative Procedure Act's ban on "arbitrary" and 
"capricious" rules – rules must come from reasoned decision-making

 Rule likely won't go into effect while litigation continues

 2020 election - new administration can eliminate this rule

 Pass the Protect Access to Birth Control Act – bill in the House to 
prevent enforcement of the rule

 Need legislation explicitly making contraception part of the 
"preventative care" guaranteed by the ACA – can't keep relying on 
the whims of the White House

 We need to address the problem of employer-based health 
insurance – your boss shouldn't control your reproductive health

https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/4082/text?r=67&s=1


R.G. & G.R. Harris Funeral 
Homes v. EEOC, Bostock v. 
Clayton County and Altitude 
Express, Inc. v. Zarda
ARGUED OCTOBER 8, OPINION ISSUED JUNE 15



Background

 Cases brought by three LGBTQ people who were fired after their 
employers learned of their sexual orientation/gender identity:

 Aimee Stephens - Transgender woman fired from her job at a funeral home 
after informing the company's owner that she would be transitioning

 Gerald Bostock - Gay man fired after his coworkers and supervisor 
discovered he joined an LGBTQ softball league

 Donald Zarda - Gay man fired from his job as a skydiving instructor after he 
told a client he was gay

 All argued that their firing violated Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act 
(bans sex discrimination in employment)

Core issue: Is firing someone because they're LGBTQ a form 

of sex discrimination prohibited by Title VII?



What did the Court say?

 6-3 ruling

 Majority opinion 

by Justice 

Gorsuch

 Title VII protects LGBTQ people!

 Discriminating against someone for their gender identity or 

sexual orientation = sex discrimination

 Employer firing someone for being LGBTQ = firing them "for traits 

or actions it would not have questioned in members of a 

different sex"

 Eg. firing a man who's attracted to men but not a woman who's 

attracted to men

 "It is impossible to discriminate against a person for being 

homosexual or transgender without discriminating against that 

individual based on sex."

 Gorsuch joined liberals because he's a textualist – interprets laws 

based on what the text of them says, not intention of legislators



What does this 

ruling mean?

 In every state, it's a violation of 

federal civil rights law for an 
employer to discriminate against 

an employee for being LGBTQ

 Potential for impact in areas other 

than employment – over 

100 federal laws reference "sex 

discrimination"

 Courts could adopt this case's 

interpretation of sex discrimination 

when dealing with other laws



Prior to this ruling, only 25 states had explicit protections for LGBTQ employees (source: LGBT Map)

https://www.lgbtmap.org/equality_maps/employment_non_discrimination_laws/state


What's next?

 This ruling could help with fighting back against recent 
discriminatory federal rules 

 Eg. Trump rule saying ACA's ban on sex discrimination in 
healthcare doesn't apply to transgender people

 Legislation: Equality Act (creates more federal protections for 
LGBTQ people), more protections at the state level

 This ruling doesn't directly impact state law or state courts

 Next challenge: attacks based on "religious liberty"

 Creation of religious exceptions that undermine protections for 
LGBTQ people

 Upcoming case: Fulton v. City of Philadelphia – asks whether 
religious adoption agencies can refuse to serve gay couples



Our Lady of Guadalupe 
School v. Morrissey-
Berru and St. James 
School v. Biel
ARGUED MAY 11, OPINION ISSUED JUNE 30



Background

 Two Catholic school teachers in California sued for discrimination after their 
contracts weren't renewed

 Ministerial exception: ministers (clergy) can't sue religious institutions for 
employment discrimination

 Established in unanimous 2012 Supreme Court decision Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical 
Lutheran Church and School v. EEOC

 Based on First Amendment – protecting religious organizations from government 
interference

 Religious employers don't need a religious reason to discriminate against an 
employee – just need to prove the employee is a minister

 No formula to decide who's a "minister"

 Teachers performed minor religious duties – does that make them ministers?

Core issue: Do religious institutions have to comply with 

federal antidiscrimination laws?



What did the Court say?

 7-2 ruling

 Majority opinion 
by Justice Alito

 The ministerial exception applies to both teachers –
they can't sue for discrimination

 Justification: even though they're not explicitly 
called ministers, they perform "vital" religious duties 
as part of their jobs

 Based in First Amendment's freedom of religion –
government shouldn't interfere with operations of 
religious organizations

 Justices Sotomayor and Ginsburg dissented

 Ministerial exception goes beyond religious liberty –
creates a broad license to discriminate

 Teachers aren't ministers – they mostly perform 
secular duties



What does this ruling mean?

 Broadens ministerial exception to many more employees at religious 
institutions

 Anyone who an employer says performs religious duties is vulnerable 
to discrimination

 Not just teachers – also employees at Catholic hospitals, social 
service workers, camp counsellors, and others

 Undermines Bostock v. Clayton County – religious institutions will be 
free to continue legally discriminating against LGBTQ people

 Employees could be fired for any reason without any recourse

 More employees will be punished for their reproductive healthcare 
decisions (eg. pregnancy outside marriage, choosing to get an 
abortion) or for being LGBTQ

 Expansion of legal discrimination under guise of "religious freedom"



Espinoza v. Montana 

Department of 

Revenue
ARGUED JANUARY 22, OPINION ISSUED JUNE 30



Background

Core issue: If a state provides funding for secular private 

schools, must it also provide funding for religious schools?

 Montana has a program granting tax credits to individuals who 

donate to organizations providing private school scholarships

 State constitution bans direct or indirect public funding of religious 

education

 Tax credit program's scholarships couldn't go toward religious 

schools

 Group of parents with children at a Christian school challenged 

exclusion of religious schools from the program



What did the Court say?

 5-4 ruling

 Majority 
opinion by 
Chief Justice 
Roberts

 It's discriminatory to only provide funding for secular 
schools

 If a state subsidizes private schools, it has to include 
religious schools

 Violates the Free Exercise Clause of the First 
Amendment (government can't impede free exercise 
of religion)

 Dissent argued that this ruling violates separation of 
church and state

 Amounts to taxpayers funding religious education

 Sotomayor: this decision “weakens this country’s 
longstanding commitment to a separation of church and 
state beneficial to both.”



What does this ruling mean?

 States that have scholarship programs or otherwise provide 

funding for private schools must include religious schools in 

those programs

 Part of a pattern of undermining separation of church and 

state

 Taxpayer money will support schools that discriminate against 

vulnerable groups (eg. pregnant students and LGBTQ families) 

and don't offer evidence-based sex education

 Independence for religious schools when it comes to federal 

antidiscrimination laws, but not when it comes to state funds



What's next?

 In Maryland, we need to make sure we aren't 

funding discriminatory schools

 State BOOST program provides taxpayer-funded 

scholarships for private schools, mostly religious ones

 Students can't sue these schools for discrimination, 

and schools don't lose BOOST funding for 

discriminating

 Need legislation to halt BOOST funding for schools 

that discriminate

 Establish requirements a school has to meet to 

receive public funds – including antidiscrimination 

measures and a curriculum with comprehensive, 

evidence-based sex education

This map show the concentration of schools 

participating in the BOOST program by county. 

Over 200 schools – mostly religious – are part 

of the BOOST program.
Source: https://www.marylandboost.org/resources

https://www.marylandboost.org/resources


Cases the Court refused to hear

 Hill v. WWH, in which the Seventh Circuit required Indiana to give 

WWH South Bend a provisional license

 Reilly v. Harrisburg, in which the Third Circuit upheld Harrisburg’s 20 

foot buffer zone

 Price v. Chicago, in which the Seventh Circuit upheld Chicago’s 

bubble zone

 Two Box v. PP Indiana/Kentucky cases:

1. in which the Seventh Circuit found Indiana’s ultrasound law 

unconstitutional

2. in which the Seventh Circuit found Indiana’s parental notice law 

unconstitutional. This case also raised the third-party standing issue



Questions?
THANKS FOR JOINING!


